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ABSTRACT
The outcome of index selection from a population of families was studied. The selection criteria was a linear
index that weighted family value and within-family deviation. The balance between genetic gain and effective
population size was controlled by choosing a family weight . Index selection was found to be only slightly
inferior to optimal selection. The difference was greater for more closely related families, for lower heritability
and for more intense selection. Expected gain and effective population size was described as a function of family
type, family number, family size, genetic variance, selected proportion and family weight in the index.
Implications to breeding operations were discussed.
Key words: breeding population. index selcction, gain, inbreeding, effective number, genetic diversity, family
size

INTRODUCTION

gain and effective population size. However, as complex iterative calculations and time consuming programDifferent methods can be used to direct genetic imming are needed for a general case, applications usually
provement by selection from a population having a
circumvent this by assuming that families are very large
known family structure. Traditionally breeders prefer
(LINDGREN
et al. 1993; WEI& LINDGREN
1995).
methods that maximize genetic gain at a given level of
A technically simple way of compromising between
selection intensity, like selection based on either BLP or
genetic gain and effective population size is to use a
BLUP of breeding values (BELONSKY
& KENNEDY linear index that weights family averages and deviations
et nl. 1992) or
1988; WI-IITE& HODGE1988; QUINTON
of individuals from family averages. Using this tool,
on optimal-index or combined selection (LUSH1947;
TOROand PEREZ-ENCISO
(1990) investigated the effect
of the conservation of effective population size on
OSBORNE1957; COTTERILL1986; FALCONER1989;
1991). However, maximum gain is
WEI & LINDGREN
long-term response to selection. They concluded that
inbreeding could often be greatly reduced before
produced at the expense of loss in effective population
size, which can be great (ROBERTSON
196 1; BURROWS incurring a significant loss of response. This contrasts
1984; WEI & LINDGREN
1991). A reasonably large
with classical strategy, which does not monitor effective
effective population size is required to avoid inbreeding
population size.
The objectives of this study are the following:
and enable continued progress through to later breeding
* develop methods for predicting gain and effective
generations (ROBERTSON 1961; TORO& NIETO 1984;
et 01. 1992) so as to avoid possible producpopulation size when using a family-individual
QUINTON
tion losses in the production population (LIBBY1982;
index as the selection criterion,
~INDGREN
1993).
:"investigate
the properties of index selection, and
A selection method considering both gain and
estimate the loss in genetic gain by using a simple
effective population size is desirable. To maximize
index instead of an optimal selection procedure.
genetic gain at given selection intensity and effective
population size, or to maximize effective population
THEORY
size at given selection intensity and gain, optimal
procedures allowing unequal distribution of selections
Consider selection in a population containing m unreamong families have been developed (TORO& NIETO
lated families, each with s members, and a genetic
1984; LINDGREN
et al. 1993; WEI& LINDGREN
1995).
correlation r. The phenotypic value (x,,) of the kth
These procedures provide the best tradeoff between
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individual in the jth family of the trait considered can be
split into two independent components - the family
mean, x,, distributed with zero mean and variance a,,2,
and the within-family deviation, d,,,distributed with
zero mean and variance ail,:. The total phenotypic
variance will be a,' = 02+ u,,,~'.
All gene effects are
assumed to be additive. The ratio of the phenotypic
variance of family mean to the total phenotypic variance
1s

where r is the intraclass correlation. Letting uA2denote
the total genetic variance and k denote the fraction that
depends on the family size and the genetic correlation
between sibs,

We will develop the consequencies of using the
index

The weight given to family performance @)
Figure 1 V-value (the fraction of variance in selection index
explained by family variation) plotted against the weight (R)
given to family information. Graphs are drawn for K = 0 9,
0.8. ...., 0.1 (K is the fraction of the phenotypic variance of
family mean, the leftmost graph corresponds to the highest K-

value).
as the selection criterion. The factor P expresses the
weight given to family performance, where OCPI1. The
choice of ,9 (and selection intensity) will determine the
outcome of the selection, including gain and effective
population size. The variance of the index is a;. The
fraction of the variance which can be "explained" by the
variance of family means is

v = p2u;,,?l[p2q,.2+(l-p)

breeding values. Conventional selection methods
199 I),
produce specific solutions (WEI & LINDGREN
while index selection provides a continuous range of
options by choice of P in [2], that will include the
conventional.
According to regression theory, we derive the
regression of breeding values (A,,) on index values (I,,)
in the form

>u,Z]

= P2W[P%+(I-P) 2(1-K)] where 01 VI 1.

Although equivalent indices may be constructed
(e.g. FALCONER1989, p. 229-247; TORO& PEREZENCISO1990; WEI&LINDCREN1991), we have chosen
form [2] because the absolute and relative contributions
of family performance to selection are described by a
single parameter, which seems straight and simple.
Conventional selection methods appear as spec~al
cases of [2], (cf. FALCONER1989):
:: Between family selection, P= 1;
Individual (or phenotypic) selection, P = 0.5;
:
Combined (or optimal index) selection,
P= k(1-K)l[k(l-K)+K(1-k)];
Within-family deviation selection, P= 0.
Note, that the last case will differ from conventional
with~n-familyunless family size is infinitely large or
within-family deviations are expressed by order statistics (no sampling error). Note also that the term index
selection sometimes is used as a synonyme to what we
call combined selection; thus the particular index that
maximizes the correlation between index values and

Genetic gain following truncation selection is predicted
as

where S , and i are the selection differential and the
standardized selection differential, respectively. For
prediction, i can be approximated using the corresponding value, i,, or for an infinite population with the
same selected proportion, P (HILL1976),

For effective population size, the definitions by
ROBERTSON
(1961) and BURROWS
(1984) were used in
this study. They will be denoted by N,, and N,,, respectively,
N,, = n21xn; and

N,,= n(n-l)l[rxn,(n,-1),

[41

where 11, is individuals selected from family j and n =
With random selection (or V = 0) as a reference
point, approximate predictions of the effective population size following selection were given by WEI (1995)
and BURROWS(1984),

&.

N,, = rnPN,,(P,V)(nzs-l)(sP-P+l)I{[sP-P+N,,(P,V)]
~ I ~ ~ + ~ . ~ P J- ~ I ~ P - I ~
[51
and

where N,,(P.V) is the relative effective population size
after selection from an infinite population with the
same P and V (WEI& LINDGREN1991). The inverse of
2N,, equates the average coancestry in the selected
group and the average inbreeding coefficient in the
offspring obtained following random mating among
selected individuals (excluding selfing). Letting f(x)
denote the continuous density function of family mean.
and x, and p(x) the expected contribution of families,

J

N , J P . ~= p21 [ p ( x ) l ' ~ x ) d x .
which is identical to Burrows' R(a,p)if the distribution
is normal. Both 151 and [6] were derived assuming
many families. For small nz, a modified formula can be
used,

Effective population size N,(P,V)
Figure 2 Relative gain differences (D) between index and

Normal distributions were assumed for individual
phenotypes, family means and within-family deviations.
The total variance. u,?,was set to one. Thus 12' = uA2/u;
= 4,' below (h2 is heritability in narrow sense). Since
are functions of each other (WEI &
N,, and
LINDGREN1995), only N,, will be considered below.
Note that N,, can be higher than the census number (it
may approach infinity).

RESULTS
The quantitative relationship between the family weight,
p, and its influence on the selection index, V, is illustrated in Fig. 1. Knowledge of V was used to calculate
N,,.(P,V) for an infinite population, which was was used
small population calculating effective population size
N,,,, in a small population (formula [6]). Required
values for N,,(P,V) can be interpolated using the table
(1984) or computed using WEI and LINDof BURROWS
GREN'S (1 9 9 1) procedure.
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optimal selection as a function of the relative effective
population size Nr8(P, V). Graphs are shown for full sibs ( r =
0.5) and half-sibs ( r = 0.25) for two values of heritabilities
and selected proportions. Legends: A - h2 = 0.05, P = 0.01;
B-h2=0.25, P=0.01; C-h2=0.05, P = O . l ; D - h 2 = 0 . 2 5 ,
P = 0.1.
Index selection was compared with optimal selection for infinite populations (LINDGRENet al., 1993 and
W E I & LINDGREN1995) at the same effective population size. Selections resulting in lower effective population size than achieved by "combined selection" are
sub-optimal and were not considered in this comparison
(WEI& LINDGREN1995).
Figure 2 demonstrates the percentage difference in
gain (AD = 100(AG,,,,, - AC)/AC) between the two
algorithms as a function of effective population size for
two family types (r = 0.5 and 0.25), two heritabilities
(h2 = 0.25 and 0.05) and two selected proportions ( P =
0.01 and 0.1). The left ends of the curves represent
"combined selection" while the right ends represent
"within-family selection" (N,,(P, V)= 1). For these two

Table 1 (continued) Predicted genetic gain (AG*) and effective population size (N,,) as influenced by the sib type (r),
heritability (hZ),initial family number (m),family size (s), selected proportion (P) and the weight given to family
information (R)

r - m

# Gain was calculated using order statistics as family means;
* I3 = k.(l - K)I[k.(l-K) + K.(1-k)] combined index, which maximizes the gain

and reached a maximum where "combined index
selection" occurs (LUSH 1947). Thereafter, AG decreased with increasing p. Evidently there are better
choices of Pthan above what corresponds to "combined
selection".
Although selection based on within-family deviation yielded a maximum in effective population size in
the case studied, it was not the best in preserving
effective population size. In comparison with the best
method, within-family selection (ASKEW& BURROWS
1983; BURROWS
1984; WEI& LINDGREN
1991), selection by using [2] or other types of index function (e.g.
TORO& PEREZ-ENCISO
1990) unavoidably lead to a
loss in effective population size due to the sampling
error caused by small size (ROBERDSet al. 1980;
BURROWS1984; WEI & LINDGREN1995b). Large
family size reduced the loss (Fig. 3). When family size
approaches infinity or within-family deviations can be
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expressed by order statistics, the sampling error disappears and selection based on within-family deviation
preserves effective population size in the same way as
within-family selection.

DISCUSSION
Methods to compromise between gain and effective
population size

A fundamental selection problem is how to combine
genetic improvement and conservation of effective
population size, as these goals are in conflict with each
other. There are a number of approaches to this problem. A single best solution can be identified only if
effective population size and genetic gain can be
quantified on a compatible scale. In this case a valuefunction can be constructed, that considers both factors

QUINTONet al. 1992). A problem with this operation is
the role the demographic size of the breeding population plays in a long-term breeding program, especially
in comparison with effective population size. A large
selected proportion can often be regarded as desirable
(LINDGREN
& WEI 1994).
Implications of the heritability
When heritability is low, a reasonable gain is hard to
achieve without a high selection intensity (thus a big
population) and a large sacrifice in effective population
size. One counter-measure is to use testing methods that
increase heritability. This can be achieved by identifyThe weight given to family performance 0)
ing and using uniform and genetically discriminative
Figure 3 The relative effective population size, thus the
test environments, and by testing clones instead of
quotient between the effective population size (N,, and N,,,,) individuals. Another option is to invest in a larger
and the valzic. (N,, and N<,,,,respectively corresponding to
number of initial families, so that the effective populawithin-family selection plotted against the weight (8) given to
tion size remaining after selection will be acceptable.
family performance. Graphs are shown for populations of fullsib families ( r = 0.5) with the same heritability (h2= 0.25) and
Utilization of half-sib families
family number (tn = 10) but with different family size (s = 20
or 40)
Like the total variance, the additive genetic variance can
families and individuals can be a useful tool. Only a
be decomposed into two components -family mean and
within-family deviation. The distribution depends on
rather small fraction of the theoretically obtainable gain
was lost (Fig. 2). The method seemed most efficient
the genetic relation between siblings (r). From formula
when selection was of limited intensity and additive
(1) for k it is evident that lower values of r result in a
genetic variance (heritability) was high, and seemed
larger component of within-family deviation. A requiremore efficient for half-sibs than full-sibs. Index selecment for a high effective population size forces selection was only compared with optimal selection for the
tion to be more dependent on within-family informacase of large families.
tion. It is, therefore, possible to simultaneously obtain
The method should be easy to implement as breedhigher gain and large effective population size using
ers are well accustomed to the idea of weighting
half-sibs instead of full sibs, especially when heritability
information from the phenotypes with information from
is high and the selected proportion low (WEI & LINDtheir relatives, although it may seem unorthodox to
GREN 1995a). Gain will be favoured by using half-sib
families if the heritability is relatively high. It should be
choose the weight on more or less subjective opinions
emphasised that we have assumed unrelated families.
of the relative importance of gain versus effective
The main reason why half sibs had high effective
population size rather than to derive the weight from a
population size is that each member of a family brings
well established algorithm. A possible approach is to
fix a certain effective population number as the selecin the genes of a new founder. However, this situation
tion target and find the weight that results in that value
will persist only in the initial generation.
by iterative search. The genetic gain obtained by using
that weight will not be far from the maximum achievFamily number and size
able resulting in the fixed effective population number.
Higher efficiency of breeding population management
Selection with more attention paid to phenotype or
will result from a better understanding of the respective
within-family deviation may yield both higher gain and
roles of initial family number and size. The formulae
larger effective population size compared to selections
relating gain and effective population size ([3], [4] and
close to the weight maximizing gain, if a smaller
selected proportion is accepted in the former case than
[6]) permit a comparison of the effects of family numin the latter (Table 1). This finding agrees with some
ber and size on gain and effective population size.
recent published results concerning single- (WEI &
Increasing family number is a potentially powerful way
to improve effective population size while the role in
LINDGREN199 1) and multi-generation breeding (-
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improving gain is probably more trivial (Table 1).
Large family size reduces the loss of effective population size caused by sampling error (Fig. 3). However,
increasing family size can hardly help in both gain and
effective population size unless a strong utilisation of
family information is expected. In practice, the efforts
in increasing family number and size are often constrained by biological and economical factors. A
common approach is to search for the optimal allocation
of rescources between family number and size under
constant size of the test population ( n u ) . A more
sophisticated approach would be to formulate the
economic constraints as functions of the components of
the system (costs of families and individuals). For given
cost components and heritability, family number and
size which maximize expected genetic gain at a given
cost, effective population size and number of selected
individuals can be derived. Calculations like those
presented in Table 1 would be a component in such
optimizations.

Index selection from related families
Index selection used in this study is restricted to populations composed of unrelated families with a single level
of uniform intrafamily relationship. Breeders often
employ populations or tests with mixtures of family
relationships produced by complex mating systems like
factorial, hierarchical and diallel mating. Similar to
constructing an "optimal index" for these structures
(OSBORNE1957; COTTERLLL1986), an index permitting
restriction on effective population size by changing the
utilization of family information (full-sib, half-sib and
others) could probably be constructed to achieve a
balance between gain and effective population size
(inbreeding, coancestry). A structure where families are
equally related can be handled by an adjustment of r.

Concluding remarks
W e propose to use index selection to balance gain and
effective population size in situations where the heritability is reasonable high, the selected proportion is
reasonably high, and the families are uniformly related.
A range of weights may be tested as a basis for decision. The next breeding generation can then be recruited
based on index values which balance gain and effective
population size in a desirable way. Predictions based on
index selection can be used for planning efficient
breeding tests (like choosing family number and size).
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